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as usual, great article and great info. i am fascinated that they have never really added any
depth to the parameters to control the very basic cloth. its already a complex element in a
modelling system to add it. now there is a small tutorial with a user interaction method, but

nothing that covers the process. i have been looking for any info on the pros and cons of
switching to either those tools or something else, but this post was much more helpful than any i
could find. any word on what happened to the old inventor forum? wish there were more storage
in the tetrahedron accessory plug in. it seems to fit them really well in most situations. but there
are so many different options and many more possibilities then i have available. geospatial data
uses the same shape concepts as a surface so you can use t-spline with it. rhino and t-spline can

provide the surface to transform spatial data into a new position or position relative to other
surfaces. since the plug-in won’t compile on 64 bit rhino, i have stuck with x86 rhino. there is a

rhino file version, but it compiles only on 32 bit and not for 64 bit. so i could not get it to work on
my 64 bit computer. full t-splines 3.5 is the most recent t-splines rhino plug-in. it includes a

number of bug fixes and new features for t-spline. there is one issue which can cause the plug-in
to crash that has been fixed. i see no real reason for the integrator other than for the "dynamic"

editing of polygons created by the tool, which does not really explain the permanence. but i have
no idea what it would be used for since
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